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require an update to
working methods, and by
extension, spaces. So the
container of the corporation
is no longer a building, but a
“mind-set.” The consultants
go on to explore metaphors
for this container—a coat
made of wool? No, a flexible
material? Is it a balloon?
Radical transformations
in our experience of time
and space, labor, and
consumption, all greatly

who often work outside
of linear production. The
immaterial-laborer works
with non-linear processes,
invisible movements of
capital, and the exchange
of immaterial products,
toiling in a fragmented,
multi-tasking state of
distraction that extends
beyond their physical
present (thus necessitating
punctuated retreats to
acoustically isolated areas).

reminder of mortality,
of death. By contrast, the
act of working in non-linear
modes, where time is less
palpable, emphasizes the
laborer’s experience of
life: evolution, learning,
and growth are its ethos.
The metaphors that the
QT consultants and their
clients use in referring
to the corporation as
“a breathing organism”
reflect just this.

accelerated by the digital
revolution, have resulted
in new structures for life.
The accelerated movement
of people, information,
and commodities, and
the compression and
interchangeability of space
creates new mediums
to work in. This new
conceptualization applies
to those who produce
immaterial products,
and therefore, to those

If one’s experience of time
is made more palpable
by linear work processes,
standardization, routine,
and succession, in which
there is a distinct sense
of intervals—the five-day
workweek, the eight-hour
workday, the thirty shirts
ironed in an hour, twentyfour strokes of the iron per
shirt—these units are a
measure of time, and this
constant ticking clock is a

At HafenCity, Unilever’s
corporate campus in
Hamburg, two employees
on an indoor skybridge
discuss the efficiency of
standardizing work spaces,
and emphasize the goal
of optimal performance.
Employees are encouraged
to go for a run or take
exercise breaks. “Workrest-work-rest helps
increase performance,”
this is a “...special culture
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There is a conflated
experience of power in
Farocki’s piece—first of all,
our power as the audience
who reads this work, and
who remains unimpressed
by the jargon and ideas of
its protagonists. We feel
like we can see through
the flaws in their logic.
And second, Farocki’s
power as the creator of this
work also comes to the
fore, thanks to his ability

designs have wide-reaching
implications. They have
influenced the development
of all corporate culture, and
thus, by extension,
our culture. They are in
fact not out of touch with
reality; on the contrary,
they make our reality.
Power and naiveté flow
in both directions in this
work: knowledge as well
as lack of knowledge.
Farocki gains access into

A New Product screened as
part of Image Employment,
a moving image exhibition
at MoMA PS1 curated by
Aily Nash and Andrew
Norman Wilson. The ideas
in the piece draw from a
collaborative research
project initiated by Nash
and Wilson.
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Aily Nash
is a curator and writer. She has curated for
MoMA PS1 (NYC), FACT (Liverpool),
BAM/Brooklyn Academy of Music
(NYC), Anthology Film Archives (NYC),
Image Forum (Tokyo) and others. Nash
is the film curator at Basilica Hudson, an
editor of a film criticism program at the
Berlinale Film Festival, and currently
teaches at Parsons and BHQFU in New
York City.

to manipulate his lens just
as he selects and edits the
portions of the meetings
which we watch. Third, we
sense the power yielded by
the subjects themselves,
who are in the ultimate
position of knowledge. We
are only given a fragmented
glimpse into their thinking,
and their implementing,
yet we remain well aware
that the Quickborner
Team’s concepts and

this particular site of labor
through an earnest request
to document contemporary
corporate culture—
precisely the topic that his
subjects are eager and
proud to share with him.
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